STAGE CHECK COMPLETION FORM

Fill out this form when the Stage Check has been completed for the following Flight Courses:

**FIXED WING:** AV2410 Commercial 1 and AV2415 Commercial 2
**ROTORCRAFT:** AV2355 Private Pilot 1 and AV2665 Commercial 1

The actual cost will be calculated and your flight account will be adjusted accordingly. A grade will then be given and this course will be completed in Talon.

This form also needs to be completed if the Checkride Authorization was NOT SUBMITTED for any OTHER FLIGHT COURSE that you finished outside the semester in which it was registered.

Be sure to have your Instructor sign this form, and turn it into Joran Ivie.

---

Name: ___________________________  A#: ___________________________

Email: ___________________________  Phone: _______________________

- Course Number: ___________________________
- Course Name: ___________________________
- Semester the Course was enrolled in (not finished): _______________________

☐ Stage Check Completed & all flights are posted in Talon _______________________

(Instructor’s Signature)